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Abstract:  In the busy world around us where people are in a hurry state most of the times leading to lack of time for 

small things yet important are missed aren’t concentrated upon. These minor activities can be automated and help the 

society. Our survey presents on to manage and plan the usage of water which can be easily installed in residential 

societies and can be integrated with the water supply system. This system requires the use of sensors placed in the 

tanks which continuously transmit the water level on real-time. The sensor data can then be communicated through the 

cloud and used efficiently. This makes the data available to the users by using their mobile phones through which they 

can have a visualized idea of the water quality and its usage.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a leading technology integrates various devices and objects to make them smart and 

connected resulting in data exchange and enhancing the lifestyle of an individual. Things enabled with IoT can help in 

commanding the various devices connected through voice or action. So by using this technology devices are developed 

which can monitor water quality and help in easing the life of an individual. 

 

II. RELATED SURVEY 

 

Socio-economic processes have led to an exponential rise in the need for water resulting in scarcity due to over 

exploitation. One of the major drawbacks faced in India is water availability which is fit for consumption, i.e the 

quality of the supplied water and its right usage. There requires a well-managed system for monitoring and distribution 

of the water. It requires the usage electric pulses generated by the flow sensors which assist in calculating the water 

usage. Automated turn on/off of the motor is enabled to ensure the main tanks store a good amount of water for supply 

and is controlled through the use of control valve [1]. 

Water acts as the most important entity for human and the other living things in the nature without which its existence 

isn’t possible. Enormous efforts with respect to proper utilization of water are being executed by the government 

bodies and NGOs by creating various schemes for ending up in efficiently using it. Focus is on larger area such as 

apartments and gated-communities to save water and efficiently using it. The water levels are monitored continuously 

and are communicated through use of IoT and embedded system [2]. 

Water being one of the most significant and important resource for the human existence, due to the enormous increase 

in population and urbanization the necessity of water has raised. It also requires a constant vigil on the quality of water 

being supplied or consumed. Sensors for quality monitoring such as pH sensor are used. The distribution of water uses 

flow sensor, control valve using which amount of water supplied can be known. Through the integration of this, the 

system would be able to distribute the water for consumption and have a check on the quality of water which is being 

consumed [3]. 

Automation is a main attribute in the growing era of IoT technology. Automating things helps in increasing the living 

status by providing comfort and thereby people can live conveniently. This automation can be provide with regards to 

water supply and the motive being usage of water judiciously and so that water management systems developed using 

IoT (Internet of Things) are equipped in the residences and their knowledge are transferred. This kind of automation is 

unduly required in the future use in managing water sustainably the same way as government has made mandatory for 

solar and rain water harvesting in houses [4]. 

The increase in population and urbanization in order to find jobs and to lead a better lifestyle people have had a role in 

destructing the aquatic ecosystems by construction of apartments in poached lands, water pollution due to dumping of 

garbage and releasing toxic effluents into the water bodies, air pollution by release of toxic gases from vehicles and 

engines using fossil fuels, global warming due to release of effluents such as CFC from refrigerators and air 
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conditioners. The water cycle had also had an impact to these effects due to land coverage area changes during 

urbanization which resulted in increase of layers of concrete and natural factors which have been altered such as 

rainfall due to often change in climate hence creating shortage of water supply, low ground water level. To overcome 

this issue, it is required to work on solutions to develop technologies for systematic use of water in urban areas and 

balance the water cycle with use of information technology infrastructure and sensor technologies. Quantitative 

analysis of usage of water and the impact on water cycles and thereby having a track on the impact on the ecosystem is 

concentrated upon by gathering data from the sensor technology and studying them over a period of time and therefore 

to have a proper system to use water judiciously in urban areas [5]. 

Planning and managing the usage of water is much required to be installed in residential societies. This can be 

achieved by using IoT technology which are integrated with devices, these devices use the sensors placed in the tank 

which continuously gathers the current levels of water present in the tank. This data is then communicated to the rest 

of the devices connected by updating on to the cloud and then rendered on the android application. The updating of the 

values on to the cloud makes it possible to be accessed by a smartphone from anywhere over the use of internet and 

creating visuals of the water level. Monitoring the water level in the tank the automatic functioning of motor is 

controlled, when the water level is low the motor gets turned on automatically and it cuts off when the water level is 

full [6]. 

Management of water and its distribution in large campuses is required in order to save water and this can be achieved 

with the use of IoT technology. Ultrasonic sensor and water level sensors can be used in order to achieve a low cost 

based wireless network to connect the sensors and water monitored campus using these two components in the system, 

These sensor networks are able to achieve a large distance which are suitable for installation into overhead tanks and 

the ground sumps. The network which gathers the data wirelessly gets updated over the gateway by uploading the data 

online which can be communicated over to the application later to display visualization of the water levels [7]. 

The topic of management of water is a major cause and debatable topic since the existence of mankind on earth. The 

management of water supply is extremely challenging when residential communities such as apartments and gated 

infrastructure are considered. To have a sight on this, systems can measure the water flow and monitor the levels of 

water and later update on the mobile application, later this can be used to control the motor and fill the tank based on 

the water level and check water status continuously. The smartphones can create an established communication in 

managing and distribution of water [8]. 

Water is precious and has to be conserved. Since the available fresh water on earth is just 3% of the total reserves of 

water on the whole planet, it is important to use it very carefully and ensure it’s not wasted and be judicious. Since 

wasting water in the current world scenario is due to overflow of tanks and results in water bills getting higher since 

conventional tanks neither can monitor nor can control the water level leading to a larger amount of wasting of  usable 

water which flows into drainage. Water level monitoring can be controlled by using IoT technology with android 

applications. Hence by the usage of these methods an efficient and economical solution can be provided which is the 

main focus [9]. 

Water being an important aspect in living beings existence, it is a crucial part of everyday life. As an effect of global 

environmental factors there has an outbreak on the water management and conservation which is vital source for 

human survival. There are huge needs of products having humanitarian needs for consumers which are developed 

using technologies such as IoT (Internet of Things). This proposes an Internet of Things based system for water 

monitoring that could measure the level of water on real-time basis. Water level monitoring is of more concern when 

used in disaster prone areas where floods occur and when these kinds of devices are used, it is possible to detect the 

desired parameter and if that parameter called threshold is reached then signals are generated in real time to the social 

networks. These measurements of water level can be displayed on remote dashboards. This can also be updated on 

cloud server and communicated long distances as required.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We hereby conclude after surveying the published papers that, monitoring and distribution of water in urban areas 

where people are in a rush life is very much important to conserve water and the current billing division system is 

necessary to be upgraded. And the controlling of water levels is required on an automated basis based on the real time 

availability. There is also a necessity for letting the users know the quality of the water they use or consume every day 

and it is important to keep an intimation of the same through use of smartphones which are now common in the hands 

of people. 
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